
Follow Up To Issues Raised Re: Ellis Island Film

Grace Guggenheim <g.guggenheim@gpifilms.com> Wed, Feb 28, 2018 at 6:19 AM
To: Daniel Rooney <daniel.rooney@nara.gov>
Cc: "Malamud, Carl" <carl@media.org>, "Willis, Gerald" <jerry_willis@nps.gov>, john_piltzecker@nps.gov, "Cummings,
Ann" <ann.cummings@nara.gov>, "Bergman, Hannah" <Hannah.Bergman@nara.gov>, "Stern, GaryM"
<garym.stern@nara.gov>, Grace Guggenheim <g.guggenheim@gpifilms.com>

Dear Dan,

Thank you for your reply.

Our film Island of Hope Island of Tears contract and intent is directly with the NPS and the contract states they are the
deciders of how the film should be used in its active form since it was made for them to be seen and heard and
experienced at Ellis Island. It was made in 35mm for a reason and a purpose.

The National Archives my understanding is your are a depository not a broadcaster.

Once you step into the broadcasting position new and different responsibilities come into play especially if a film is still
alive and active in its original form and intent…to be seen and experienced at Ellis Island.

If the National Park Service is actively using its original creation is seems to me a coordinated effort should be in
effect.

My understanding is the Public.Resource was provided master material from you the National Archives and they have
(Public Resources) have decided to make the film available on their site and downloadable.  This is not the intent I
believe by the National Park Service. Though the film is cleared to be used once you allow films to be downloadable
copyright infringements take place with the material within the film. You are then allowing and encouraging individuals
to exploit third party material.

Regardless the fact the film is made for the public and to be seen by the public ideally it was to be seen and
experienced at the site. The mistep from my perspective is not carefully taking into perspective what is the best and
most powerful use of the film even as technology changes. What procuations should be put into effect considering the
copyright exploitation of third party materials within a film.

If I were the National Park Service I would not want my destination film available on line for anyone to stream and
download 

I would want the experience to be at Ellis Island in the theater it was intended for.

Considering the National Park Service needs to keep its attendances up for Federal support I would think the National
Park Service would what to continue with philosophy.

I would also hope the National Archives would see the responsibility of that perspective as well.

If not what is the purpose of have any National Park destination sites at all?

And then what would a third party archive want to even share their material if the film itself is not being responsibly
steward.
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